
Brazil in the cups he
won



     The 1958 edition of the fifa World Cup marked the
sixth participation of the Brazilian football team in
this competition. He was the only country to
participate in all editions of the fifa tournament, q fact
that persists to this day.
     Brazil came for the second time in a final and
would face hostess Sweden. The selection would
obtain its first world wide title.
     The tactical scheme of the Brazilian coach made
zagallo attack and retreated to score the midfield
giving 4-3-3. With this , Brazil showed the most solid
defense of the world (4 goals suffered). On the front,
the trio Pelé- Garrincha and Vavá  made history.
      In the quarters Brazil faced France and won from
1 to 0, in the semi Brazil faced France and won from 5
to 2 and went to the final of the World Cup, in the final
Brazil won from Sweden 5 to 2 and won his first world
 cup.



     The World Cup of 1962 was the seventh edition of
the World Cup, which took place May 30 until June 17.
The event was based in Chile with sixteen national
selections. The 1962 edition of the World Cup marked
the seventh participation of the selection Brazilian
football team in this competition. 
     He was the only country to participate in all fifa
tournament edition, a fact that will persist for at least
the edition held in Russia in 2018. It was the first in
which Brazil defended the championship title after
the conquest of the World Cup in Sweden in 1958.
     The final of the 1962 fifa World Cup was disputed
by Czechoslovakia, which had eliminated Yugoslavia
and Hungary and Brazil, which had eliminated Chile
and England. The match was held on June 17 are 2:30
p.m national stadium of Chile, with an estimated
audience of 68679 people .



     The Brazilian soccer team participated for the
ninth of the fifa World Cup. The then two time World
champion ranked first in her group in eliminations for
the World Cup. It was drawn in group 3, where it faced
England, Romania and Czechoslovakia, being
classified in the first place.
In quarter-finals, he defeated Peru, beat Uruguay in
the semifinals and won the title by beating Italy in the
final. The Brazilian team of this cup had players of
great national and international prestige, such as
Pele, tostão, Rivellino,gerson,among others ,being
elected by world soccer magazine the best soccer
team off all time.
     In the semi final against Uruguay, in the semifinals,
Brazil won by 3-1 lead with goals from Rivellino and
Jairzinho in game marked in another famous pitch by
Pelé, in which he applies a body dibbles in the
Uruguayan and kicks the ball out. The cup final was
played by the Brazilian and Italian teams at the
Azteca stadium. The match was won by Brazil, by the
score of 4 to 1.



     The 1994 edition of the World Cup marked the
fifteenth participation off the Brazilian football
selection in this campaign the four-time campaign
had its final match against Italy on July 17,1994.
After a 0-0 at normal time and in the extension, the
decision was for the collection of penalties. Taffarel
did his part dunga, Romário and branco converted to
Brazil, who won by 3 to 2 competition. It was the only
country to participate in all editions of the fifa
tournament a fact that persists until the last World
Cup in 2018.
     Tension was great and inevitable both three-time
world champions Brazil and Italy fought for the tetra
and hegemony of world football. A goalell draw, with
right to the ball on the crossbar and wasted chances,
took the decision for the penalties and in the end the
Brazil left the world champion tetra.



     The 2002 world cup’s edition marked the
seventeenth participation of Brazilian soccer team in
the competition. The country the status of only
country to participate in editions of the fifth title of
the tournament by beating Germany in the final 2-0.
     A disputed Asian Cup meant Brazilians had to face
a difference of 12 hours in the time zone.
     That is, to follow the broadcasts of the games, it
was necessary to make up at dawn or early in the
morning.
     The national team came to the decision unbeaten.
In the debut, defeated turkey by 2 to 1 in the second
game, thrashed China 4-0, and in the third round of
the group state, beat Costa Rica 5-2. In the round of
16, they eliminated Belgian 2-0 in the quarterfinals,
England bid farewell to World Cup with a defeat to
Brazil by 2 to 1. In the semifinal, the Brazilian
selection defeated turkey again, this time, by 1 to 0 on
scoreboard.


